THOMAS HEMMERLY GRADUATE RESEARCH

1992  Russell Gregg Garrison
       Karen Weller
1993  Karma Krelle

1994  Kristi Williams
1995  Dobie Giles
       Peter Dowd
       Stacy Shapiro

1996  William Lee
       James Farmer
       Christine Huddleston
1997  Nicole Atteberry

1998  Not awarded
1999  Laura Alley
       Brenda Arietta
       Teresa Stegall

2000  Lillian Gostowski
       Kolby Sanders-Lewis
       Jennifer Thompson
2001  Tamara Berthel
       Angela Cathey
       Kimberly Green
       Patrick Ihrie
       Adam Petree

2003  Laura McCall
2004  Chad Hanna

2005  Julie Phillips
       Roger Street
2006  Kyle Sykes

2007  Stanton Belford
       Tim Worrall
2008  Lacy Danikas
       Alicja Kutyla
       Carrie Romer

2009  Jerrod Shipman
       Ryan Seddon
2010  Joshua Campbell
       Patrick Cusaac

2011  Misty Griffith
2012  Benjamin Grimes
       Paul Hollis
       Cody Keating
       Paola Molina
       Eric Nordberg

2013  Haley Pimental
2014  Jonathon Ashley
       Sarah Barns

2015  Rayne Leonard
       Phillip Parsley
2016  Linda Sircy

2017  Mitch Merryman
       Emily Smith